
Generate labels for the dataset
An argument is a set of claims where premises
provide reasons for the conclusion [3].
What this research is then concerned with is
extracting the premises of an argument.
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Can LLMs detect the subjective arguments that
support different stances in a deliberation?

Subquestions:
How can LLMs flag and classify subjective arguments
in public discourse?
What evaluation metrics can be used to assess the
performance of LLMs in argument extraction?
How do few-shot and zero-shot approaches
compare, and what impact does adding chain-of-
thought reasoning have on their performance?

Public deliberation is a way in which citizens can
exchange opinions and discuss problems in detail in
a respectful and reasoned manner [1].
The attainability and effectiveness of deliberation,
both in theory and practice, is based on argument
formalization [2].
However, subjectivity is an inherent challenge in
deliberation.
Other difficulties associated with deliberation are
the large volumes of data produced in such debates
[1] and the low accuracy of results, partly attributed
to low participation rates [1].
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Figure 1:  Cosine similarity evaluation on LLM prompting approaches
after overfitted data is removed

Figure 2:  Cosine similarity evaluation on LLM prompting approaches
after chain-of-thought reasoning is applied

Figure 3:  The one-shot pairwise cosine similarity score
between the different LLM responses for each annotator

The data annotation task proved to be subjective by the low
interrater agreement score and the variance in how many data
entries each annotator considered not to be arguments. 
In one-shot and few-shot approaches, the LLM overfit the
examples in the prompts, leading to unexpectedly better
performance in zero-shot.
Chain-of-thought reasoning proved to be efficient for argument
identification
Pairwise cosine similarity scores showed LLM responses aligned
more with annotators sharing similar labels.

       Future work:
Implementing automatic key point extraction to generate a set of
labels to be used for annotation.
Generating more annotations for the dataset.


